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Preface

The requirements and functionality outlined in the SRS IHS Point of Sale Version 1.0 Patch 33 include the following:

1. New and updated POS 5.1 formats

Security

This patch uses the same security keys as described in the Pharmacy Point of Sale (ABSP) User Manual, Version 1.0.
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1.0 Introduction

Please review these changes and add a copy of them to any printed documentation your site may be using for ABSP v1.0. These changes will be integrated into future versions of the software and user manuals and will no longer be considered an addendum at the time of the next release.

Patch 32 of Pharmacy Point of Sale version 1.0 contains the following changes:

- New and adjusted 5.1 formats
- Modified Report Menu
2.0  Point of Sale 5.1 Plan Formats

2.1  Adjusted 5.1 POS Formats

- ALLWIN DURABLE MED EQUIP 5.1, BIN# 004766, PCN: USMCA
  - Updated payer sheet
- NORTH DAKOTA MEDICAID 5.1, BIN# 601364, PCN: NONE
  - Added prior authorization fields
- BC/BS OK 1217 5.1, BIN# 011552, PCN: 1217
  - Added patient relationship field
- BENESCRIPSTD 5.1, BIN# 003452, PCN: NONE
  - Added patient’s last name field
- EBMS 5.1, BIN# 610675, PCN: 27006
  - Added prior authorization fields
- MEDICARE BLUE PPO 5.1, BIN# 610455, PCN: MPD19
  - Removed duplicate patient gender field
- PUGET SOUND 5.1, BIN# 012189, PCN: 5040
  - Added special coding for product/service ID qualifier field

2.1.1  Adjusted 5.1 Medicare Part D Formats

Added field 419 for prescription origin code

- ABILITY CARE MPD 5.1
- ADV RX MGT MEDICARE PDP 5.1
- ADVANCE MEDBLUE RX PDP 5.1
- BC CARE BLUE MEDICARE 5.1
- BCBS NM BLUE MEDICARE D R26 5.1
- BCBS NM MEDICARE PARTD 5.1
- BCBS OK MEDICARE BLUE PDP 5.1
- BCBS TX BLUE MEDICARE D R22 5.1
- CAREPLUS HP HUMANA PDP 5.1
- CCO PDP 5.1
• CLARIAN HEALTH MPD 5.1
• COMMUNITY MUTUAL PDP 5.1
• ECKERD HEALTH SERVICES MPD 5.1
• ESI SECONDARY MPD 5.1
• ESSENCE MEMBER MAPD 5.1
• HERIT HEALTH PLAN PDP 5.1
• LTC SOULTUIONS LT234 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R23 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R24 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R25 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R27 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R30 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R31 5.1
• MBR HEALTH BASIC PDP R34 5.1
• MEDCO MEDICARE PDP 5.1
• MEDICARE BLUE RX PDP25 5.1
• MEDICARE D BLUERX IL PDP17 5.1
• MEDICARE PART D LOVELACE 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD ADVANTRARX 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD AETNA 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD AMERIHEALTH 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD ASURIS 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD BLURX NPAEG 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD BSBSOK MAPD 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD BSCA PDP 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD COVENTRY 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD DEANCARE RX 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD EMPIRE BCBS 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD ENVISION 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD ESI 84 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD ESI A4 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD EXPRESS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD FHLTH PREMR 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD HEALTHNET 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD HLTHSPG PDP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD IDEALSCRPTS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD KAISER FDN 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD KAISER N CA 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD MC FIRST 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD ME CAID SUP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD NMHC RX 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD NY PCS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PCS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PERFORMRX 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PHARM HERIT 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PHARMACARE 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PHARMC MDHP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PHM 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD PRIORITY PDP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD REGENECE BS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD REGENECE L&H 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD REGENECE PDP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RKY MTN PDP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RX SOL 8888 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RXAMERI PDP 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RXSOL610494 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RXSOLS MAPD 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD RXSOLUTIONS 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD SIERRARX 5.1
- MEDICARE PARTD SXC PDP 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD UCARE MN 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD WELLPOINT 5.1
• MEDICARE PARTD WELLPT ENRL 5.1
• MEMBER HEALTH 5.1
• MEMBER HEALTH BASIC PDP 5.1
• MEMBER HLTH PDP SECONDARY 5.1
• MEMBERHEALTH MPD MED 5.1
• MEMBERHEALTH MPD PDP 5.1
• NMHC MEDICARE PDP GOLD 5.1
• NMHC TROOP 2 PDP 5.1
• PRESBYTERIAN PDP 5.1
• PRIMARY MEDICARE PARTD WHI 5.1
• PROVIDENCE EXTRA MAPD 5.1
• SECURE BLUE MN SR HLTH PDP 5.1
• UCARE-MN PDP 5.1
• UNITED HLTHCARE PDP 5.1
• UNITED HLTHCARE PDP 5.1
• WALGREENS HI MEDICARE PDP 5.1
• WELLCARE MEDICARERX PDP 5.1
• WELLPOINT RX MGMT PDP 5.1
• WINDSOR HEALTH PLAN PDP 5.1
3.0 Contact Information

If you have any questions or comments regarding this distribution, please contact the OIT Help Desk (IHS).

**Phone:** (505) 248-4371 or (888) 830-7280 (toll free)

**Fax:** (505) 248-4363

**Web:** [http://www.ihs.gov/GeneralWeb/HelpCenter/Helpdesk/index.cfm](http://www.ihs.gov/GeneralWeb/HelpCenter/Helpdesk/index.cfm)

**Email:** support@ihs.gov